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Learn to read Tarot Cards easily and quickly.Get this book today and you will be able to read the
cards tonight.You will be amazed how easy it is to learn using the Tarot Simplified Quick Start
Method.This informative guide contains meanings of the 22 Higher Arcana Tarot Cards with brilliant
images from the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot Deck.Find easy to understand Tarot Card meanings as
well as keyword lists for each of these cards.Also includes quick reference guides to the meanings
of numbers and the meanings of colors as seen the used in the Tarot Cards.Learn to do powerful,
accurate readings for yourself and others, the simplified way.Builds your confidence and ability to
read Tarot Cards quickly. Easy and fun!
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I have used Tarot cards in the past but I found the books that I had to be confusing. I would often
get overwhelmed and just give up on using them. When I saw Sherry's book I was a little sceptical
since I had difficulty understanding Tarot readings in the past but I gave it a read and everything
started to make sense. Now I enjoy learning the meanings of the cards and how to do the layouts. I
can't wait to impress my husband and my friends by doing their readings.

purchased the book today and just finished reading it and did a reading for myself. the energy
coming off the book and enhanced copies of the cards is intense. this is the first time i actually
understood and received additional information from the cards. i've read many other books on the
tarot and couldn't make sense of how to do a proper reading, let alone understand the cards and
symbology. Sherry has made the tarot simple and user friendly. i'm grateful she has shared her
knowledge and understanding with the rest of us. As a gifted reader she has given us a key to
opening up to the magic of the tarot. in simplicity is power and there is power in her book and
teaching. i look forward to more books by her in the future.

I've only had a Tarot Card reading once before. I enjoyed it, but I felt a little out of my element
because I didn't really understand the process. This book helped me get what it's really all about.I
don't plan to start doing Tarot Card readings, but I did do one for myself and it was much better than
the one I had done before. The part of the book that was the most helpful to me was the pictures of
the cards. I've only seen them a few times before or seen them referenced in movies and the photos
were terrific.The other part I really enjoyed was the meaning of numbers and colors. I've always
paid attention to these things before, but knowing what they mean in Tarot Cards is very interesting
and I think there are parallels.This is a great book to get you started and help you understand much
more.

This book delivers exactly what it promises: an easy-to-use introduction to doing readings with the
Major Arcana, the fascinating and mysterious "court" cards in the Tarot Deck. A picture of each of
the 22 cards in the Major Arcana from the classic Rider-Waite deck goes with a detailed explanation
of the card's meanings and suggested key words to consider when the card comes up in a reading.
The book also gives you instructions for asking questions and getting answers through a simplified
reading technique so easy that anyone can do it. Finally, there is a guide to the meanings of the
numbers 1-9 and the various colors which appear in the deck, both of which play a large role in
understanding the Tarot. The only thing I would have liked to see that wasn't in the book is is an
overview of the Minor Arcana (the number cards which aren't covered in this book) and why they
weren't included.
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